3D cone-beam CT reconstruction for circular trajectories.
3D reconstruction from 2D projections obtained along a single circular source trajectory is most commonly done using an algorithm due to Feldkamp, Davis and Kress. In this paper we propose an alternative approach based on a cone-beam to parallel-beam rebinning step, a corresponding rebinning step into a rectangular virtual detector plane and a filtered backprojection. This approach yields an improved image quality reflected by a decreased low-intensity drop which is well known for 3D reconstruction from projection data obtained along circular trajectories. At the same time the computational complexity is lower than in Feldkamp's original approach. Based on this idea, a hybrid 3D cone-beam reconstruction method is formulated that enlarges the reconstruction volume in its dimension along the rotation axis of the cone-beam CT system. This enlargement is achieved by applying different reconstruction conditions for each voxel. An optimal ratio between the reconstructible and irradiated volume of the scanned object is achieved.